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Abstract. Molecular dynamics (MD) is widely used in simulations of biomolecular systems such as DNA and
proteins, systems which are multiscale in nature. However, current time stepping integrators are not able to address
the time scale problems. Multiscale integrators, in which the presence of “fast” modes does not affect the time
integration of “slow” modes, are pressingly needed in light of the fast growing biological data generated from the
many genome sequencing projects. In this paper, we present a new multiple time stepping (MTS) multiscale integrator with stochasticity built in for constant temperature molecular dynamics simulations, called Targeted Mollified
Impulse method (TM). TM combines the Mollified Impulse method, which is a stabler version of Verlet-I/r-RESPA
(reversible REference System Propagator Algorithm), and a self-consistent dissipative leapfrog integrator commonly used in dissipative particle dynamics. TM introduces the Langevin coupling in a targeted manner to stabilize
the MTS integrator such that the total linear momentum is conserved and less randomness in slower modes is imposed. Numerical experiments of simple model problems provide evidence that TM samples from the canonical
ensemble. Possible applications include kinetics calculations such as conformational transition rates, computation of
structural quantities from a canonical ensemble, and approximation of dynamical quantities from a canonical ensemble. We present results for the last two by showing that both the radial distribution functions and the self-diffusion
coefficient are correctly computed from the simulations of flexible TIP3P waters using TM with outermost time step
of 16 fs and innermost time step of 2 fs. Compared to leapfrog with time step of 1 fs, the implementation of TM
achieves a six-fold computational speedup, whereas Verlet-I/r-RESPA with outer time step of 4 fs and inner time
step of 1 fs only achieves a three-fold speedup. We also show how to generalize the method for the simulation of
biological macromolecules.
Key words. long molecular dynamics simulations, multiple time stepping, Verlet-I/r-RESPA, mollified impulse
method, self-consistent dissipative leapfrog, targeted Langevin stabilization
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1. Introduction. Biological systems are multiscale in nature. For example, the dynamics of proteins contain motions over vastly different time scales, from atomic vibrations in
the order of femtoseconds to collective motions that may occur in the order of milliseconds
or even seconds, a span of fifteen orders of magnitude [11, pp. 19, 20]. To efficiently simulate such systems, we need multiscale numerical methods, where the presence of fast scales
does not affect the time integration of slow scales, so that long time dynamics simulations
of macro biomolecular systems can be done reasonably quickly using moderate computing
resources. In this paper, we introduce a new integrator for molecular dynamics (MD), termed
Targeted MOLLY (TM) [51]. TM allows very large time steps for time integration of slow
forces while still making it possible to compute dynamical properties correctly with the right
choice of method parameters.
1.1. Motivation: Multiscale Protein Simulations. The advance in genome sequencing projects in recent years has resulted in a rapid increase of protein sequence data which far
exceeds the known protein structures. Thus, predicting the 3D native structures of proteins
from the known amino acid sequence, i.e., protein folding, has become pressing in structural
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genomics and computational biology. Though it is plausible to use MD simulations to study
the folding of proteins [15, 43–46], currently available technologies are limited in their ability to tackle the time scale gaps. For example, it took over 100 days on a CRAY T3D/T3E
supercomputer using all 256 CPUs to perform a one microsecond MD simulation of a small
36-residue protein called the villin headpiece subdomain in 1998 by UCSF researchers only
to observe the early stages of folding [15]. In nature, however, the folding from totally denatured structure to the native structure takes tens of microseconds or even longer even for
small proteins. For large proteins, folding may take several seconds. The use of multiscale
integrators will greatly facilitate the process of protein simulations.
1.2. Introducing Stochasticity: Targeted MOLLY. Due to the chaotic nature of MD,
only statistical correctness of the trajectories from long MD simulations is important, cf. [67]
and [41, p. 354], as the computed trajectories are overwhelmed by the effect of finite time
step and finite precision. For a limited time interval the numerical solution of MD simulations is very near the exact solution of a modified Hamiltonian when using symplectic integrators [70]. However, from examination of the numerical trajectories of one-dimensional
systems, it is not clear whether this result extends to very long time intervals [68].
Given that multiple time stepping symplectic integrators suffer from severe instabilities
that limit the largest time step possible, as is explained below, one frequently needs to introduce some form of damping when using large time steps in order to stabilize the integrator.
Introducing stochasticity into MD simulations is the least harmful way to restore energy lost
through damping. Stochasticity may be introduced in the initial conditions, the boundary
conditions, or the integrator itself [77, p. 299]. We introduce the stochasticity in the integrator itself in a controlled or targeted manner as described below, in order to minimize damage
to the dynamics introduced by stochasticity.
Examples of successful non-symplectic integrators include LN [5] and LM [32], which
allow larger time steps in MD by introducing stochasticity to stabilize the time integration.
TM is a new multiscale, multiple time stepping (MTS) integrator that uses in its outermost
level the Mollified Impulse method (MOLLY) [21, 22, 31–34], a stabler version of Verlet-I/rRESPA, and in the innermost level the self-consistent dissipative leapfrog (SCD-leapfrog)
commonly used in Dissipative Particle Dynamics [9, 17, 23, 40, 58, 59]. TM uses targeted
Langevin coupling in the SCD-leapfrog, i.e., introducing a random force and a dissipative
force only for interacting pairs of atoms associated with the fastest normal modes in the
system. The linear momentum of the system is conserved in TM.
TM has been introduced in [51] with many details omitted due to size limitations. Here
we give a full presentation of the method including implementation details for reproducibility
of our results.
1.3. Other Multiscale Approaches. Multiscale approaches for MD fall into two fundamentally different categories: multiscale integrators, of which this work is an example,
and coarsening. Coarsening relies on model reduction, which needs careful validation and is
harder to control in a precise manner.
Other examples of multiscale integrators are: (i) the asynchronous variational integrator
approach of Marsden and co-workers, which produces symplectic integrators that avoid resonances by advancing different degrees of freedom asynchronously in time. Although it is a
very promising method, it has not yet been implemented and validated for MD, cf. [37, 47];
(ii) the nonsymplectic time reversible integrator of Hairer and Lubich [27, 28]; and (iii) the
nonsymplectic reversible averaging integrator of Reich and Leimkuhler for the special case
of separable slow and fast variables [42].
Two notable examples of coarsened model approaches are: (i) Bai and Brandt’s coarsened Monte Carlo, which coarsens simple polymer chains and performs Monte Carlo sim-
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ulations at each spatial level to verify that the coarsened model reproduces the probability
distribution function of interest [2]. It is not obvious how to produce an automatic coarsening procedure for biological macromolecules though; (ii) Balaeff and Schulten’s hybrid
continuum/MD models, of an elastic rod model of a DNA loop in the lac operon [3]. These
coarsening approaches are less general though very powerful.
1.4. Applications of Targeted MOLLY. TM naturally samples the canonical ensemble. Three possible applications of TM are: (i) long-time kinetics for statistically accurate
trajectories for long time limit of either a microcanonical or canonical distribution; (ii) shorttime kinetics for accurate trajectories for short time simulations; and (iii) thermodynamics,
such as structural and free energy calculations.
First, TM is suitable for long-time simulations of chaotic or mixing Hamiltonian systems
due to its computational efficiency through large time steps. Thus one can generate multiple
trajectories using TM to calculate kinetics quantities such as the transition rates for structural
changes. One can also use TM to facilitate the study of ensemble dynamics in protein folding,
e.g., folding@home [66]: Initial conditions are chosen from some prescribed distribution and
a large number of trajectories can be calculated with TM. If the governing equations of motion
for the MD system are stochastic due to stochastic boundary conditions or implicit solvent, the
long time limit is likely a canonical distribution; on the other hand, if the governing equations
of motion are deterministic, the long time limit is likely a microcanonical distribution. In
the latter case, the use of artificial Langevin coupling is speculative, since the stochastic
artifacts may obscure delicate features of the dynamics, such as the decay rate of correlation
functions. Such features might require a smaller time step in any case. However, in the
case of large number of atoms, N, the canonical ensemble is approximately the same as the
microcanonical. More precisely, the long time distribution for Langevin coupling differs from
constant energy by only O(1/N ), cf. [1, Section 2.3].
Second, TM can be used for the calculation of short-time dynamical quantities from
a canonical ensemble. Ideally, one should use Newtonian dynamics with initial conditions
drawn from an isobaric–isothermal ensemble. In practice, dynamical data is gathered with
temperature control still on. Targeted Langevin reduces the dynamical artifacts by only targeting the fastest interactions and conserving linear momentum. We use TM to compute the
self-diffusion coefficient from simulations of model systems of TIP3P water [35] with flexible bonds and angles. We are able to use 16 fs for the outer time step and 2 fs for the inner
time step. The baseline for comparison is the leapfrog method with time step of 1 fs.
Third, TM can be used to compute structural quantities such as the radial distribution
functions from a canonical ensemble. The targeted Langevin coupling allows these quantities
to be computed more accurately as compared to other Langevin approaches because it imposes less randomness in the slower modes and thus helps to cross energy barriers. Results
show that the kinetic temperature is properly bounded using TM with large time steps. We
present results of the correct computation of radial distribution functions for the same system
of flexible TIP3P water using large time steps.
In summary, a substantial speedup is obtained using TM with larger time steps. As an
additional benefit, because the time step is larger, this new integrator is more scalable than
less stable integrators for parallel MD simulations. This is due to the difficulty in parallelizing
several of the popular fast electrostatic methods such as particle mesh Ewald, cf. [14,38]. This
benefit may be smaller with modern multi-grid methods for fast electrostatics [63,73]. Larger
time steps come at a price, since significant testing of the dynamics as well as the integrator’s
parameter space must be performed, cf. [8, p. 185]. This can be alleviated by automating this
exploratory process, cf. [39], and is justified when performing multiple MD simulations with
different initial conditions, or when running a single long simulation, which are the target
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applications of this work.
2. Background. Tremendous effort has been devoted in order to achieve longer MD
simulations that exploit the increasingly available computational power, including multiple
time stepping algorithms such as Verlet-I [24, 25]/r-RESPA [75]. Linear and nonlinear instabilities in the Verlet-I/r-RESPA method limit its advantage over the single time stepping
Verlet/leapfrog method in terms of stability region [33, 52].
A promising approach to achieve larger time steps for long time integration of chaotic
Hamiltonian systems is to add a mild Langevin coupling. Examples of successful MTS integrators that allow larger time steps using this approach include LN [5] and LM [32]. LN is
a 3-level MTS integrator for Langevin dynamics. It uses constant extrapolation on the outer
time step, midpoint extrapolation on the medium time step, and position Verlet with BBK discretization [12] on the innermost time step. This particular formulation is that of [64]. LN’s
outer integrator has a linear instability that is removed by damping and the Langevin coupling.
The damping coefficient, γ, needs to be 5-20 ps−1 to stabilize LN; this damping destroys
many important dynamical properties of the system. Whereas it is not possible to use LN for
short-time kinetics, this method is one of the best if Langevin dynamics appropriately models
the problem at hand, such as the case of long-time kinetics using implicit solvent or thermodynamic computations. LM uses an improved Langevin integrator, Langevin-Impulse [32, 72],
and Equilibrium MOLLY [34]. Much lower values of γ, such as γ = 0.2 ps−1 , can be used
to stabilize LM. And more importantly, because the damping coefficient is small, numerical
artifacts are reduced and dynamical properties such as the self-diffusion coefficient can be
computed accurately [32]. In the case of explicitly solvated proteins, LM allows ∆t to be
12 fs [32], compared to ∆t = 3.3 fs using Verlet-I/r-RESPA/Impulse, and δt = 2.2 fs using
Verlet/leapfrog.
Thanks to MOLLY’s enhanced stability and targeted Langevin coupling, the artifacts
arising from computation of constant temperature molecular dynamics are reduced and larger
∆t is allowed with TM as compared to LM: currently we use ∆t of 16 fs. We believe even
larger steps are possible and allowed by accuracy considerations, cf. Appendix A.
2.1. MTS Integrators and Their Instabilities. MD solves the system of ODEs given
by
(2.1)

q̇ = M−1 p,

ṗ = −∇U (q),

where q is the position vector, p is the momentum vector, U (q) is the potential energy, and
the conservative force F = −∇U (q).
In an attempt to bridge the time scale gap between simulations and the phenomena of
interest, MTS integrators have been introduced and have been an area of active research for
more than a decade. The prototypical algorithm is the Verlet-I/r-RESPA integrator, which
splits the forces into fast and slow components, Ffast and Fslow , and evaluates the former
more frequently than the latter. The discretization of this problem using Verlet-I/r-RESPA
with step size ∆t for the slow part is given by Algorithm 1.
Verlet-I/r-RESPA is not a truly multiscale integrator because it is severely limited by instabilities when the longest time step ∆t is a multiple of the period of the fastest motion, and
a numerical instability at half the the period of the fastest motion. These results have been
confirmed through numerical experiments [10] and using simple linear-force model problems [4, 64, 71, 74]. The period of the fastest motion of systems containing explicit water
molecules as solvent is around 10 fs and thus the linear instability occurs at about 5 fs. It
turns out that some systematic drift can be observed in simulations reported in the literature
even when using longest time steps around 3 or 4 fs, cf. Figure 2 in [10], Figure 3 in [78],
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kick:
(2.2)

p+
n−1 = pn−1 +

∆t slow
F
(qn−1 ),
2

oscillate: Propagate qn−1 and p+
n−1 by integrating
(2.3)
1
2

q̇ = M−1 p,

ṗ = Ffast (q)

for an interval ∆t to get qn and p−
n.
kick:
(2.4)

pn = p−
n +

∆t slow
F
(qn ).
2

Algorithm 1: Discretization using Verlet-I/r-RESPA.
and [29]. We have shown that the outer time step, ∆t, is limited to less than one third of the
period of the fastest motion due to the existence of 3:1 nonlinear instability, and possibly less
than one fourth of the period of the fastest motion due to a 4:1 nonlinear instability in VerletI/r-RESPA [52]. Specifically, a time step barrier of 3.3 fs is imposed on Verlet-I/r-RESPA
due to 3:1 instability for explicitly solvated proteins, and a time step barrier of 4.5 fs is imposed on Verlet-I/r-RESPA for SHAKE-constrained proteins solvated in rigid waters due to
the combined 4:1 and 3:1 instabilities [52]. These mild nonlinear instabilities will become
more relevant as the available computer power enables longer MD simulations.
However, if there were no such instabilities, i.e., based on accuracy considerations alone,
much larger time steps would be allowed for MTS integrators for the potentials that are split
into fast and slow components, for example, using the C1 continuous switching function [69].
In this case ∆tmax ≈ 32 fs for cutoff = 6.5 Å and ∆tmax ≈ 80 fs for cutoff = 12 Å (cf.
Appendix A for more details). This motivates us to seek long time step integrators that are
not troubled by instabilities as much as previous methods.
2.2. Mollified Impulse Method (MOLLY). The mollified impulse method (MOLLY)
is designed to overcome the linear instability of Verlet-I/r-RESPA [21, 22, 31–34]. The
longest time step can be lengthened by 50% using MOLLY [33, 34]. MOLLY defines the
slow part of the potential energy at time-averaged positions, and the force is made a gradient of the potential energy. The time average is obtained by doing dynamics over vibrations using forces that produce those vibrations. Thus, U slow (q) becomes U slow (A(q)),
with the force defined as a gradient of this averaged potential, −∇U slow (q) is replaced by
−Aq (q)T ∇U slow (q), where Aq (q) is a sparse Jacobian matrix. This perturbation compensates for finite ∆t artifacts. Intuitively, averaged positions are better than instantaneous values
for a rapidly changing trajectory q(t). Perturbing the potential rather than the force ensures
that the numerical integrator remains symplectic [65]. The pre-factor Aq (q)T improves the
stability of Verlet-I/r-RESPA by working as a filter that eliminates components of the slow
force impulse in the directions of the fast forces. Note that it has been shown that statistical
properties are not sensitive to perturbations in the Hamiltonian [13], which partially explains
why MOLLY works. The discretization of Equation (2.1) using MOLLY with time step ∆t
for the slow part is given in [30, 34].
Different averaging functions lead to MOLLY integrators with different stability and accuracy properties. Two different averaging methods, B-spline method based on explicit time
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averaging [71] and Equilibrium averaging [34], have been devised and evaluated. MOLLY
is more multiscale than Verlet-I/r-RESPA: for linear problems, it is truly multiscale – no
accuracy or stability reduction (realized in Equilibrium); for nonlinear problems, it is less so.
B-spline MOLLY has been implemented in our experimental framework P ROTO M OL,
which is a component-based framework for MD simulations [55–57]. The framework has a
modular design that allows for easy prototyping of complex methods, and it is freely available
at http://protomol.sourceforge.net. In this work, we use B-spline MOLLY.
2.3. B-spline MOLLY. The MOLLY averaging can be done by numerically integrating
an auxiliary, reduced problem:
Z ∞  
t
1
q̃(t)dt
φ
(2.5)
A(q) =
∆t 0
∆t

t
is a weight function, and q̃(t) solves an auxiliary problem
where φ ∆t
(2.6)

M

d2
q̃ = Freduced(q̃),
dt2

q̃(0) = q,

d
q̃(0) = 0.
dt

It was suggested to use B-spline weight functions [21], which are non-zero over a short
interval. B-spline weight functions have compact support in time and thus make the method
computationally feasible. We use the weight function given by Equation (2.7). This choice
makes B-spline MOLLY stable when the outermost time step is half of the shortest period of
the system [33].
(2.7)

φ(s) = 0, s < 0 or s > 1;

φ(s) = 1, 0 ≤ s < 1;

φ(s) =

1
, s = 1.
2

It is straightforward to compute the A(q). Then Aq (q) can be computed using the the
chain rule with respect to each of the components of x. Assuming that the leapfrog method
with time step δt used, the procedure of computing A(q) and Aq (q) can be shown as follows:
Initialization is given by
(2.8)

x := q, p := 0,
b := 0, t := 0,
xq := I, pq := 0, bq := 0,

and step by step integration by

(2.9)

p := p + 12 δtFreduced(x),
b := b + 12 δtxφ(t/∆t),
x := x + δtM−1 p,
t := t + δt,
b := b + 12 δtxφ(t/∆t),
p := p + 12 δtFreduced(x),

pq := pq + 12 δtFreduced
(x)xq ,
x
bq := bq + 12 δtxq φ(t/∆t),
xq := xq + δtM−1 pq ,
bq := bq + 12 δtxq φ(t/∆t),
pq := pq + 12 δtFreduced
(x)xq .
x

The value (1/∆t)b is used for A(q) and (1/∆t)bq for Aq (q). We continue the above integration until we reach a value of t such that φ(t/∆t) is zero at this value and remains zero
for larger values of t. Although Freduced normally includes bonds and angles, recent evaluations of B-spline MOLLY indicate that it is possible to use bonds only in the averaging
for a comparable stability with outer time step of 5 and 6 fs. The time step for MOLLY
averaging, δt, should be chosen such that the leapfrog method is stable. In the above averreduced
(q) is computed efficiently using analytical Hessians for bonds and
aging, Fq = −Uqq
angles. We have derived the analytical Hessians [50, pp. 87–92] of different energies for
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the CHARMM force field [53, 54]. For water, one can perform the mollification molecule
by molecule. In general systems, one can perform it on heavy-atom groups (a heavy atom
and hydrogens covalently bonded to it). The Hessian-vector product can also be performed
efficiently using methods like those in [49].
Once the Hessians for angles and bonds are computed, they can be assembled to a complete Hessian for the molecule. To illustrate the procedure, consider a water molecule with the
oxygen numbered as atom j, and the hydrogens as i and k. For averaging and mollification
purposes, B-spline MOLLY only uses bonds and angles in the reduced system. Assuming we
bd
and
already computed the Hessians of bond energies for atoms i and j, and j and k (Hij
bd
a
Hjk ), and of angle energy for atoms i, j and k (Hijk ), then the assembled total Hessian for
this molecule, Ht , is as follows (upper half only):

(2.10)

a
bd
(0, 0) + Hij
(0, 0),
Ht (0, 0) = Hijk
a
bd
(0, 1) + Hij
(0, 1),
Ht (0, 1) = Hijk
a
Ht (0, 2) = Hijk (0, 2),
a
bd
bd
(1, 1) + Hij
(1, 1) + Hjk
(0, 0),
Ht (1, 1) = Hijk
a
bd
Ht (1, 2) = Hijk (1, 2) + Hjk (0, 1),
a
bd
(2, 2) + Hjk
(1, 1).
Ht (2, 2) = Hijk

This Hessian, Ht , is used in place of −Fx in the integration step, Equation (2.9). Because water molecules are decoupled from each other in the mollification, we need to have
one such Hessian data structure for each molecule to compute the averaged position and the
mollification matrix, A(q).
3. Targeted MOLLY Integrator. By replacing the regular leapfrog integrator with a
self-consistent dissipative leapfrog (SCD-leapfrog) in B-spline MOLLY, one gets Targeted
MOLLY (TM). The TM discretization scheme is shown in Algorithm 2 in which M ≡
diag(· · · , mi , · · ·) denotes the diagonal mass matrix. TM uses the targeted Langevin coupling to stabilize MOLLY. Because it conserves linear momentum, TM is an improvement
over traditional Langevin integrators such as BBK [12] and Langevin-Impulse [72]. In the
same sense, TM is an improvement over LM [32].
3.1. Self-Consistent Dissipative Leapfrog Integrator. Dissipative particle dynamics
(DPD), a method similar to MD, is another successful example in lengthening time steps [9,
17,23,40,58,59]. It is a coarse-grained simulation technique. Particle positions and velocities
are continuous and their values are determined by knowledge of the forces acting on the
particles. Besides coarse-graining, DPD introduces the Langevin force in a pair-wise manner
which results in conservation of linear momentum in simulations.
The self-consistent dissipative leapfrog (SCD-leapfrog) integrator incorporates pair-wise
Langevin forces and random forces in its force evaluation processes and updates velocities
and velocity-dependent dissipative forces in a self-consistent manner to moderate the numerical instabilities associated with the fast motions. The SCD-leapfrog has only been used in
DPD simulations, and is well studied and presented in [9,59]. It is included here for completeness. The discretization for one step is given in Algorithm 3, which is same as that in [9, 59]
except that the dissipative and random forces are computed for the pairs of atoms that have
fast interactions instead of for all particles. In Algorithms 2 and 3, {qij } ≡ {qj − qi } and
{q̇ij } ≡ {q̇j − q̇i } are the collection of vectors from atom i’s position and velocity to atom j’s
position and velocity, respectively, if between atoms i and j there is random and dissipative
interactions. Ffast (q) = −∇Ufast (q), and for flexible waters includes bonds, angles, and
short range electrostatic and Lennard-Jones forces. FD ({qij , q̇ij }) is the dissipative force,
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2

mollified kick:
p+
n−1 = pn−1 +

(3.1)

∆t slow
F
(q̄n−1 ),
2

oscillate: Propagate qn−1 and p+
n−1 by integrating the SDE
(3.2) dq = M−1 pdt,

X

(3.3) dp = Ffast (q) + FD ({qij , q̇ij }) dt + δt−1/2
σω R (qij )q̂ij dWij ,
i6=j

where dWij = dWji are independent increments of the Wiener process. We use
the SCD-leapfrog scheme of Algorithm 3. The integrator uses a time step δt for an
D
interval ∆t to get qn and p−
n . F are the dissipative forces defined in Equation (3.9).
a time averaging: Using Equations (2.5)–(2.9), calculate a temporary vector of timeaveraged positions q̄n and a Jacobian matrix, Jn = ∇q q̄n . The time averaging
function uses only the fastest forces, e.g., bonds and angles.
1
2 mollified kick:
pn = p−
n +

(3.4)

∆t slow
F
(q̄n ).
2

Algorithm 2: Targeted MOLLY discretization.
1
2

kick:
(3.5)
p+
n−1 = pn−1 +


δt  fast
F (qn−1 ) + FD ({qij , q̇ij }n−1 ) + δt−1/2 FR ({qij }n−1 ) ,
2

oscillate:
(3.6)

qn = qn−1 + M−1 p+
n−1 δt,

fast
(qn ), FD ({qij , q̇ij }n ), and FR ({qij }n ).
evaluate: Let pn = p+
n−1 and calculate F
1
2 kick, part (a):

(3.7)
1
2

+
p̂−
n = pn−1 +


√
δt  fast
F (qn ) + / δtFR ({qij }n ) ,
2

kick, part (b):
(3.8)

pn = p̂−
n +

δt D
F ({qij , q̇ij }n ),
2

Calculate FD ({qij , q̇ij }n ) and go back to Equation (3.8) until convergence (or stop
after a certain number of self-consistency iterations). Note that when carrying out
several consecutive steps of SCD-leapfrog, the force vectors FR ({qij }n−1 ) in Equation (3.5) and FR ({qij }n ) in Equation (3.7) are the same because they are evaluated
using the same sets of positions, {qij }, and random numbers per pair of particles,
{ξij }.
Algorithm 3: Self-consistent dissipative leapfrog for MD simulations.
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which depends on the relative positions and velocities of the atoms being considered. Integration of the second term of Equation (3.3) produces random force kicks F R (qij ) that are
radially directed and preserve momentum. For targeted interactions between atoms i and j,
these forces are calculated using the following formulae:
(3.9)
(3.10)

FiD (qij , q̇ij ) = −γω D (qij )(q̇ij · q̂ij )q̂ij ,
FiR (qij ) = σω R (qij )ξij q̂ij ,

(3.11)

FjD (qij , q̇ij ) = −FiD (qij , q̇ij ),

(3.12)

FjR (qij ) = −FiR (qij ),

where q̂ij denotes a unit vector in the direction of qij . Note that these and the conservative
forces are pair-wise additive. The amplitude of the dissipative force is characterized by γ
which is related to the effectiveness of damping. The random force, FR , is characterized by
its amplitude, σ, the direction, q̂ij , and the Gaussian distributed random variable for each pair
of particles, ξij = ξji , with zero mean and unit variance. The symmetry property ξij = ξji
ensures that the total momentum is conserved.
We require that the fluctuation-dissipation theorem for DPD be satisfied, , which ensures
that the probability to observe a particular configuration of the targeted Langevin stabilized
molecular
√ dynamics particles is given by the Boltzmann distribution in equilibrium. That is,
ω R = ω D , and kB T = σ 2 /(2γ), where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T the equilibrium
temperature, cf. [17]. Note that γ has a unit of [M ]/[T ] where [M ] and [T ] are the mass
unit and the time unit used in the simulation, which are amu (atomic mass unit) and fs,
respectively. Thus the unit of γ is amu/fs.
If only one self-consistency iteration is used, this method reduces to the dissipative
leapfrog method. In practice, we allow 2 to 8 iterations. The regular dissipative leapfrog
scheme displays pronounced unphysical artifacts in the radial distribution function, g(r),
where r is the distance between two particles, and thus does not produce the correct equilibrium properties [9].
3.2. Pair-wise Targeted Langevin Coupling.. In traditional Langevin integrators the
motion of every atom is damped individually, which makes them not momentum preserving,
and implies that the macroscopic behavior will be diffusive [17] . TM uses pair-wise targeted
Langevin couplings, i.e., Langevin forces are targeted at particular pairs of atoms that have
interactions which we know would cause instability. Momentum preserving implies that the
macroscopic behavior will be hydrodynamic [17]. Atoms in those pairs, including covalently
bonded pairs (bonds and angles) and possibly hydrogen-bonded pairs, have fast interactions.
These are an O(N ) subset of O(N 2 ) pairs of atoms. As an example, for water, there should be
at least three pairs of Langevin forces: one for each of the two hydrogen-oxygen pairs to damp
the bond stretching and one for the hydrogen-hydrogen pair to damp the “imaginary” bond
stretching and thus the angle bending. A small number of pairs might arise from hydrogen
bonds formed with neighboring molecules.
3.3. Sampling Properties. Since SCD leapfrog satisfies the fluctuation-dissipation relation, it reproduces the correct equilibrium behavior of the DPD model [59]. The DPD
model reproduces Boltzmann statistics if the fluctuation-dissipation relation is satisfied [17]:
It can be shown that the probability distribution function for the canonical ensemble satisfies
the Fokker-Planck equation corresponding to the stochastic differential equations of the DPD
model. TM is just an MTS version of self-consistent dissipative leapfrog with a small perturbation of the potential: MOLLY, consistent with Verlet-I/r-RESPA in the limit of infinitesimal
time step, uses a potential that is just a small perturbation of that used by Verlet-I/r-RESPA.
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The above suggests that TM samples from the canonical ensemble at least at small time
steps. For systems with small number of atoms, N , if the Langevin coupling is weak, convergence to the canonical ensemble may take a long time. For large N , the canonical ensemble
is approximately the same as the microcanonical, and the strength of the Langevin coupling
is not relevant. We have investigated the sampling properties of TM using two simple model
problems: a harmonic oscillator and a Fermi-Pasta-Ulam problem [50, pp. 59–63]. Results
show that parameters for TM can be chosen so that it samples the canonical ensemble for the
model problem.
4. Numerical Experiments. We perform simulations of three flexible TIP3P water [35]
systems with fastest period around 10 fs: a “small,” 10 Å radius sphere with 423 atoms,
a “medium,” 20 Å radius sphere with 3243 atoms and a “large,” 42 Å radius sphere with
30006 atoms. All the systems were equilibrated using NAMD 2.3 [36] during 100 ps of
simulation time by minimization followed by temperature re-scaling to 300 K. The smallest
system is equilibrated by another 250 ps simulation using P ROTO M OLwith periodic boundary
conditions before the production runs. By equilibrating we avoid highly improbable values
of different contributions to energies. We then ran simulations using P ROTO M OL. Results
discussed in this section can be reproduced using P ROTO M OL. All simulations use periodic
boundary conditions and Ewald sum for computing full electrostatic interactions [1, 16, 18,
20, 26, 62, 76].
The potential energy function for an electrostatic interaction is given by
(4.1)

Uijelectrostatic = 14 κ

di dj
|qij |

where 14 is scaling factor for 1 − 4 interactions, κ = 8.98755 × 109 Nm2 C−2 is the Coulomb
constant, di , dj are charges for atom i and j, |qij | = kqj − qi k is the distance between atoms
i and j. Coulomb energies were split into fast and slow parts by using the real space value of
Ewald sum as fast force, and the k-space value of Ewald sum as the slow force. Note that this
choice of Ewald splitting is suboptimal for accuracy, cf. Section 5.
The energy for a Lennard-Jones interaction is
12 
6 !

σij
σij
Lennard−Jones
= 4ij
−
C 2 (|qij |),
(4.2)
Uij
|qij |
|qij |
where ij and σij are the Lennard-Jones energy minimum and cross over point (where the LJ
function is zero).
Lennard-Jones energies were split using the following C 2 switching function: [29]


1
if |qij | ≤ q0 ,



2
2
2 2
2
2
|
−
q
)
(q
+
2|q
|
−
3q
)
(|q
ij
c
c
ij
0
(4.3)
C 2 (|qij |) =
if q0 ≤ |qij | < qc ,

(qc 2 − q0 2 )3


0
if |qij | > qc ,
where qc ≡ cutoff is the distance where the function value becomes zero, and q0 ≡ switchon
that where it becomes active.
The energy for a bond interaction is
(4.4)

Ukbond =

1
KB (|qij | − lk )2 ,
2
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where KB is a bond force constant and lk is a reference bond length between atoms i and j
for constraint k. Finally, the energy for an angle interaction is
(4.5)

Ukangle =

1
KA (θk − θ0 )2 ,
2

where KA is an angle force constant, and θk and θ0 are the current value of the angle and the
reference angle for angle constraint k.
For flexible water, KA = 55 kcal mol−1 degrees2, KB = 450 kcal mol−1 Å2 , dH =
0.417 e, dO = −0.834 e, lO−H = 0.957 Å, and θ0 = 104.52 degrees. The Lennard-Jones
parameters are σH−H = 0.4 Å, σO−O = 3.1506 Å, σO−H = 1.75253 Å, H−H = 0.046 kcal
mol−1 , O−O = 0.1521 kcal mol−1 , O−H = 0.08365 kcal mol−1 .
We use a 2-level Targeted MOLLY integrator with outer time step ∆t of 16 fs and inner
time step δt of 2 fs. The B-spline MOLLY integrator in the outer level uses bonds and angles
in the averaging, and it uses Equation (2.7) as its averaging function. The SCD-leapfrog in the
inner level uses pairwise Langevin interactions of bonds and angles. The weight functions,
ω D and ω R , are both set to 1 in this evaluation since the distance between the bonded pairs of
atoms does not vary much. We may also adopt the C1 continuous switching function as our
weight function ω R . Such a choice of weight function may be more suitable for nonbonded
interacting pairs since the distance between any such pair of atoms vary more rapidly. The
MOLLY averaging step size is 2 fs. The Langevin coupling coefficient, γ, is 4 amu/ps.
The number of iterations for self-consistency for all simulations is 2. The Ewald accuracy,
 ≡ exp(−p), is 10−12 for the small water system, and 10−7 for the two larger water systems.
The relationship between , α (the splitting factor of the the real- and reciprocal space terms),
and rc and kc (real- and k-space cutoff ) is given by
√
p
√
,
kc = 2α p.
(4.6)
rc =
α
where we used the optimal value of α as given by [19, 60]:
(4.7)

√
α= π



tR N
tF V 2

 16
,

where tR and tF are the execution times needed to evaluate a single term in the real- and
reciprocal-space sums, respectively, and N and V are the number of atoms and volume in a
periodic cell, respectively. A representative value of tR /tF specific to P ROTO M OL has been
established as 5.5. Though this will vary on different processors and for different potentials
its value is not critical since it enters the equations as a sixth root. Short forces include
bonded forces plus the real part of the Ewald sum with corrections. For the smallest system,
the parameters were switchon = 4 Å and cutoff of 6.5 Å; for the two larger systems, the
parameters were switchon = 6.5 Å and cutoff of 8.0 Å.
5. Results and Discussion. We show that TM recovers the correct radial distribution
functions and the self-diffusion coefficient even when very large time steps are used for simulating flexible waters while maintaining a properly bounded temperature. We also show that
the computational overhead associated with mollification is low. Extensions of TM to handle
larger molecules are addressed.
Although TM recovers correct radial distribution functions and self-diffusion coefficient
for flexible waters at very large time steps, we should note that TM is not a substitute for
Hamiltonian dynamics unless the system size, N, is large enough, given that the random and
dissipative forces alter the nature of the dynamics.
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5.1. Properly Bounded Temperature. From the simulations with TM (with outer time
step of 16 fs and inner time step of 2 fs), we show that the kinetic temperature of the system
is properly bounded around the prescribed equilibrium temperature. The length of each simulation is 400 ps. We measure the relative drift of molecular temperature, denoted by ∆Tr ,
in percent, with respect to mean temperature, T̄ , in Kelvin. In the simulation of the small
water system, ∆Tr = −1.58 ± 3.78% with mean temperature of 297.30 K (the prescribed
equilibrium temperature is 300 K). The instantaneous kinetic temperature is given by
Tk (t) =

(5.1)

N
X
mi v 2 (t)
i

i=1

kB Nf

,

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, Nf is the degrees of freedom (Nf = 3N − 3 for a
system of N particles with fixed total momentum), mi is the atom weight for atom i, vi is
the velocity of atom i. We block-average over many instantaneous values to get an accurate
estimate of the temperature. We also used only the non-hydrogen atoms (i.e., oxygens for
waters) to approximate the molecular temperature.
5.2. Correct Radial Distributional Functions. TM recovers the structural quantities
such as the radial distribution functions. We show agreement between TM (with outer time
step of 16 fs and inner time step of 2 fs) and leapfrog (with step size of 1 fs) on the radial
distribution function, g(r), computed from the simulations, see Figs. 5.1 and 5.2. The length
of each simulation is 400 ps.

Leapfrog ∆ t = 1 fs
TM ∆ t = 16 fs, δ t = 2 fs

2

RDF G(OH)

1.5

1

0.5

0

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Distance R(OH) (Angstroms)
F IG . 5.1. Radial distribution functions for the O-H interactions for leapfrog (δt = 1 fs) and Targeted MOLLY
(TM, ∆t = 16 fs and δt = 2 fs). It is seen that the structural property of the system is very well recovered using TM
even with large time steps.
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1.8

Leapfrog ∆ t = 1 fs
TM ∆ t = 16 fs, δ t = 2 fs

1.6

RDF G(HH)

1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Distance R(HH) (Angstroms)
F IG . 5.2. Same as Fig. 5.1 except for H-H interactions.
TABLE 5.1
Self-diffusion coefficient (denoted by D) for MD simulation of 141 flexible TIP3P water molecules using different integrators with periodic boundary conditions. The Ewald accuracy is  = 10−12 . The error bar is given by
twice of the standard deviation.

Integrator
Type
leapfrog
TM

∆t
(fs)
16

δt
(fs)
1
2

γ
(amu/ps)
4

D
(10−5 cm2 /s)
3.69 ± 0.01
3.68 ± 0.01

5.3. Correct Self-Diffusion Coefficient. The self-diffusion coefficients computed from
different simulations are summarized in Table 5.1. The diffusion coefficient is computed
using Einstein’s relation for non-overlapping 4.8 ps blocks of 400 ps trajectories, averaging
over all time origins of oxygen atoms only. From Table 5.1 we can see that the self-diffusion
coefficient is computed correctly using TM as compared with the result using leapfrog. The
CPU times of different simulations (simulation length for the smallest system is 400 ps and
that for the two larger systems is 10 ps.) are summarized in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 from which
we can see a substantial speedup using TM. Compared to leapfrog with time step of 1 fs,
TM with ∆t = 16 fs and δt = 2 fs achieves a six-fold computational speedup, whereas
Verlet-I/r-RESPA with outer time step of 4 fs and inner time step of 1 fs only achieves a
three-fold speedup. In contrast, LM only computes self-diffusion coefficient correctly with
∆t ≤ 12 fs [32] .
Note that one needs to tune the parameters for TM in order to recover correct dynamics.
As an example, after choosing an inner time step of δt = 2 fs, the proper values for γ are 0.7
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TABLE 5.2
CPU time (denoted by t) and speed up (denoted by η) of 400 ps of MD simulations of 141 flexible TIP3P water
molecules with periodic boundary conditions. The Ewald accuracy is  = 10−12 . All simulations were performed
on a single node of the Hydra cluster (SUN OS 2.7, 32 nodes each of which is 440 MHz dual-processor SunSparc
10 with a 256 MB shared memory).

Integrator
Type
leapfrog
Verlet-I/r-RESPA
TM

∆t
(fs)
4
16

δt
(fs)
1
1
2

γ
(amu/ps)
4

t
(hr)
68.28
23.50
11.40

η
1.00
2.91
5.99

TABLE 5.3
CPU time (denoted by T ) and speed up (denoted by η) of 10 ps molecular dynamics simulations of 1081 and
10002 flexible TIP3P water molecules with periodic boundary conditions. The Ewald accuracy is  = 10−7 . Each
simulation was performed on a single node of the Hydra cluster (SUN OS 2.7, 32 nodes each of which is 440 MHz
dual-processor SunSparc 10 with a 256 MB shared memory)

Integrator
Type
leapfrog
Verlet-I/r-RESPA
TM

∆t
(fs)
4
16

δt
(fs)
1
1
2

γ
(amu/ps)
4

3243 atoms
T (hr)
η
20.02 1.00
13.01 1.54
6.28
3.20

30006 atoms
T (hr)
η
1021.31 1.00
538.92 1.89
237.91 4.29

and 0.9 amu/ps for ∆t = 8 fs and ∆t = 12 fs, respectively. These results suggest that the
value of γ is a nonlinear function of ∆t. Nonetheless, γ goes to zero as ∆t goes to zero.
5.4. Low Computational Overhead of Mollification. The computational overhead of
mollification is estimated in the range of 1.5 − 5% of the total execution time, depending
on the cost of non-bonded force evaluations, see Table 5.4. The larger the cost of the nonbonded force evaluation, the smaller percentage of the overhead incurred by the mollification
because this overhead is linear in terms of number of atoms with a very small constant. For
TM with ∆t = 16 fs and δt = 2 fs, the overhead associated with mollification is estimated as
about 1 − 2% of the total execution time in which both bonds and angles are included in the
MOLLY forces.
5.5. Extension of TM to Handle Larger Molecules. The method was tested on flexible
water, however, it is straightforward to extend the method to work with larger molecules such
as proteins and DNAs. The averaging and mollification procedures operate on heavy-atom
groups instead of molecules, see Appendix B. Since the heavy-atom group construction is
only performed once in the beginning of a simulation, the run time overhead of TM for
general systems will not be much different from that for flexible water systems.
5.6. Larger Time Steps with Better Force Splitting. While the fast and slow forces
splitting of Ewald sum used in these simulations is easy to implement [61], it is suboptimal
for accuracy and therefore more appropriate splittings in Ewald sum have been suggested [6,
7, 79]. When using a better, distance-based splitting rather than the regular real- /reciprocalspace splitting, researchers have been able to use a much larger ∆t in their simulations of
solvated proteins, cf. [79, Section IV]. These results suggest that using a more appropriate
splitting, TM should allow even larger time steps.
6. Future Work. Given that a general theory is lacking, more analysis of simple model
problems has to be done and more numerical evidence has to be collected to show that TM can
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TABLE 5.4
Overhead of mollification for a system of 141 flexible TIP3P water molecules. Each simulation is 4 ps long.
All simulations are performed on a single node of a Linux cluster composed of processors of Intel (R) Xeon (TM)
1.7 GHz, 1GB memory, and 2.4.17 kernel. For the integrators, Imp stands for Verlet-I/r-RESPA and BsM stands for
B-spline MOLLY. In name-of-integrator(x,y,z), x is the outer time step, ∆t (fs); y is the inner time step, δt (fs); and
z is the time step (fs) for MOLLY averaging.

Force method
Ewald
(10−6 )

MOLLY forces
Bond

Bond+Angle

Ewald
(10−12 )

Bond

Bond+Angle

Integrator
Imp(4,1,-)
Imp(4,2,-)
BsM(4,1,1)
BsM(4,1,2)
BsM(4,2,2)
BsM(4,1,1)
BsM(4,1,2)
BsM(4,2,2)
Imp(4,1,-)
Imp(4,2,-)
BsM(4,1,1)
BsM(4,1,2)
BsM(4,2,2)
BsM(4,1,1)
BsM(4,1,2)
BsM(4,2,2)

Run time (s)
311.12
168.31
321.30
316.91
172.69
329.72
320.47
176.66
584.40
320.61
597.80
594.71
326.70
606.30
603.80
328.72

Overhead(%)
3.17
1.83
2.54
5.67
2.92
4.73
2.24
1.73
1.87
3.61
3.21
2.47

be used for long time kinetics of deterministic equations of motion for large N . We will also
investigate whether TM can be used for rigorous study of other structural and thermodynamic
properties.
The choice of TM parameters, such as γ, δt, ∆t, and number of self-consistency iterations remains to be determined. Our previous work in [32] and Appendix A gives an
indication on how to proceed.
A more stable version of MOLLY for TM should allow larger time steps. We are exploring the effect of inclusion of a subset of short-range non-bonded interactions in the MOLLY
averaging. We may also need other alternatives for achieving the self-consistency in Algorithm 3, which may help conserve equilibrium temperature better.
Finally, when combined with coarse-graining, TM might be a competitive method for
dissipative particle dynamics. Inviscid fluids and celestial mechanics are areas where this
research might be beneficial. These directions need to be investigated.
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Appendix A. Estimate of the Upper Limit of Outer Step Sizes. The largest allowable
time steps based on accuracy concerns can be estimated according to the characteristic time
of the system [48]:
(A.1)

tchar=2π(ρ(M−1/2 Uslow
−1/2 ))−1/2
xx M

where ρ(A) is the spectral radius of the matrix A. The characteristic time corresponds to the
fastest normal mode of the slow interactions, which happens between two atoms separated by
cutoff distance, qc . To retain enough accuracy in incorporating the slow force contributions
to the solution to the governing equations of motion, it is necessary to incorporate the slow
force contributions every one tenth of the characteristic time of the slow forces. The value of
one tenth of tchar for the time step ∆T gives an error of 1.5% in the fastest normal mode of
a quadratic potential.
We estimate the characteristic time of a solvated molecular system through the use of
a 1-d model. The model consists of two atoms who interact with each other through the
Coulombic potential, Equation (4.1). And these two atoms each belong to a different water
molecule and are separated by a distance greater than the cutoff qc . In our model, mH =
1.008 amu, mO = 15.9994 amu, dH = 0.417 e and dO = 0.814 e (1amu = 1.6605402 ×
10−27 kg, 1e = 1.60217733 × 10−19 C). For our simple model, the energy function and
Hessian reduce to very simple forms. Assume the equation of the Coulomb energy is given
by
U (x1 , x2 ) = C1 / |x1 − x2 | ,

(A.2)

where C1 = 14 κdi dj . For different interactions, this constant is C1H−H = 4.0118 × 10−29 ,
C1H−O = 8.0235 × 10−29 and C1O−O = 1.6047 × 10−28 . Without loss of generality, assume
x1 > x2 . Then the Hessian, Uxx , becomes the following:
"
#
(A.3)

Uxx = 2C1

1
(x1 −x2 )3
−1
(x1 −x2 )3

−1
(x1 −x2 )3
1
(x1 −x2 )3

Assume the mass matrix is M = diag(m1 , m2 ). Thus
"
(A.4)

B = 2C1

1
(x1 −x2 )3 m1
−1√
(x1 −x2 )3 m1 m2

.

−1√
(x1 −x2 )3 m1 m2
1
(x1 −x2 )3 m2

#
,

1 (m1 +m2 )
whose spectral radius is ρ(B) = max{λ1 , λ2 } = m2C
3 . By making x1 − x2 =
1 m2 (x1 −x2 )
qc , and plugging in the known variables, we can compute the spectral radius and thus the
characteristic time for different qc values very easily. O-H interactions are the fastest among
O-H, H-H and O-O interactions. Thus, we have Equation (A.5) to compute the maximum
allowable step sizes for different cutoff values.

(A.5)

∆tmax = 32.61(qc/6.5)1.5 .

Examples of maximum allowable time steps are ∆tmax ≈ 32 fs for qc = 6.5 Å, and ∆tmax ≈
96 fs for qc = 13.5 Å. Note that this procedure can be used to estimate characteristic of other
systems as well.
Appendix B. Extension of TM to General Molecular Systems. The averaging and
mollification procedure in B-spline MOLLY and TM could operate on heavy-atom groups so
that the methods can work with larger molecules such as proteins and DNA. A heavy-atom
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group consists of one non-hydrogen atom such as oxygen, carbon, nitrogen, sulphur, etc, and
one or more hydrogen atoms bonded to the heavy atom. Given a larger molecule, one can
construct a heavy-atom group list by going through the bond list and angle list created in the
topology data structure for the molecule. In the heavy-atom group list, the lists for bonds
and angles in each group should be present. It now becomes trivial to assemble the Hessian
for each heavy-atom group. After the Hessian is assembled, the mollification is done on
heavy-atom groups. Suppose we now have a heavy-atom group that consists of 3 hydrogens
(indexed as 1, 2 and 3) and one carbon (indexed as 0), and there are 3 polar C-H bonds, i.e.,
B01 for 0-1, B02 for 0-2 and B03 for 0-3, and 3 angles, i.e., A102 for 1-0-2, A103 for 1-0-3
and A203 for 2-0-3), then the total Hessian, Ht , is as follows (only the upper half):
(B.1)
(B.2)

Ht (0, 0) = B01(0, 0) + B02(0, 0) + B03(0, 0),
Ht (0, 0)+ = A102(1, 1) + A103(1, 1) + A203(1, 1),

(B.3)
(B.4)

Ht (0, 1) = B01(0, 1) + A102(1, 0) + A103(1, 0),
Ht (0, 2) = B02(0, 1) + A102(1, 2) + A203(1, 0),

(B.5)

Ht (0, 3) = B03(0, 1) + A102(1, 2) + A203(1, 2),

(B.6)
(B.7)

Ht (1, 1) = B01(1, 1) + A102(0, 0) + A103(0, 0),
Ht (1, 2) = A102(0, 2),

(B.8)
(B.9)

Ht (1, 3) = A103(0, 2),
Ht (2, 2) = B02(1, 1) + A102(2, 2) + A203(0, 0),

(B.10)
(B.11)

Ht (2, 3) = A203(0, 2),
Ht (3, 3) = B03(1, 1) + A103(2, 2) + A203(2, 2).
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